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to perform this procedure, you must have administrative privileges on the computer. if you use mdop, this topic guides you through the installation of the mdop for the version of windows installed on the computer. if you use a non-mdop deployment, refer to the topic
section of this guide for that environment. run the installer. when the installation process completes, the mdop will reboot the computer. do not turn off or disconnect any of the computers or devices connected to the computer that you are backing up. if youre using a non-
mdop deployment, the user must initiate a tpm recovery by hand. when a volume is unlocked using a recovery password, an event is written to the event log and the platform validation measurements are reset in the tpm to match the current configuration. in this case, the

volume is unlocked at the first boot of the new boot device. this process may take up to 30 minutes. once the volume is unlocked, the computer can be logged on without bitlocker. note: by default, the recover and secure setting is set to safe. this setting prevents the
recovery key from being visible. you must change this to recovery or reversed for the user to be able to access the tpm to recover the bitlocker recovery key. clonezilla live is an operating system rescue system based on the freely available linux operating system. this tool

allows you to copy an entire hard drive or partition using a live cd/dvd.as one of the most popular tools for cloning hard drives, clonezilla comes with a lot of exciting features and an easy-to-use interface.
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if the selected drive is not encrypted, the recovery information will be
stored in ad ds before the drive is protected by bitlocker. the recovery
information includes: the account password for the computer object

account in ad ds where the recovery information for the drive is stored
if the selected drive is encrypted with bitlocker, backup recovery

information to ad ds will ensure that a backup of the recovery
information for the drive is stored in ad ds so that a future recovery

can be performed using ad ds. however, the backup is not stored in ad
ds until the backup succeeds. a backup of the recovery information for

the drive will succeed if it is completed successfully when you have
selected do not enable bitlocker until recovery information is stored in
ad ds and if the save bitlocker recovery information to ad ds check box
is selected. when you select backup recovery information to ad ds for a

bitlocker-protected drive, backup recovery information to ad ds will
attempt to copy the bitlocker recovery information for the drive to ad

ds. the recovery information includes: if the selected drive is encrypted
with bitlocker and the do not enable bitlocker until recovery

information is stored in ad ds check box is selected, the recovery
information will be stored in ad ds before the drive is protected by

bitlocker. the recovery information includes: when you select do not
enable bitlocker until recovery information is stored in ad ds, the

recovery information will be stored in ad ds before the drive is
protected by bitlocker. the recovery information includes: 5ec8ef588b
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